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DAN ABRAMS
Attorney, Author & ABC
News Legal Analyst

JASON ALEXANDER
Star of Seinfeld

DAN ALTMAN
Sports Analytics &
Strategy Expert

JOSH ALTMAN
Star Real Estate Agent,
Bravo’s Million Dollar Listing

TOM ARNOLD
Comedian,
Actor & Writer

DAVE BARRY
Pulitzer Prize-Winning
Humor Columnist

HOWARD BEHAR
Former President of
Starbucks Coffee Company

DANIEL BENJAMIN
Former Head,
Counterterrorism Bureau at
State Department

LAURA BERMAN
Nation’s Leading Sex &
Relationship Therapist
CARL BERNSTEIN
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Journalist, Author & Political Analyst

MAYIM BIALIK
Star, The Big Bang Theory & Neuroscientist

PETER BOGDANOVICH
Actor, Director & Author

IRIN CARMON
Senior Correspondent, New York Magazine

JOEL CHASNOFF
Comedian & Best-Selling Author

JEAN CHATZKY
Personal Finance Expert & Journalist

YIDLIFE CRISIS
Award-Winning Yiddish Comedy Duo

BRIAN CUBAN
Mental Health/Recovery Advocate & Best-Selling Author

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
Academy Award-Winning Actor
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MAUREEN DOWD
New York Times Columnist & Pulitzer Prize Winner

RICHARD DREYFUSS
Academy Award-Winning Actor & Social Activist

LINDA FAIRSTEIN
Criminal Lawyer & Best-Selling Crime Novelist

ROY FIRESTONE
Award-Winning Journalist & Commentator

BETHENNY FRANKEL
Founder of Skinnygirl, Best-Selling Author & TV Personality/Producer

MIKE GREENBERG
ESPN Radio’s “Mike & Mike in the Morning” Co-Host

ERIN GRUWELL
Inspirational Educator & Freedom Writers Author

GOLDIE HAWN
Academy Award-Winning Actress & Children's Advocate

SARAH HURWITZ
First Lady Michelle Obama's Chief Speechwriter & Harvard University Fellow
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A.J. JACOBS
Best-Selling Author, The Year of Living Biblically

JOHN KING
CNN Chief National Correspondent

LARRY KING
Legendary Talk-Show Host & Heart Attack Survivor

NICHOLAS KRISTOF
Pulitzer Prize-Winning New York Times Columnist

JON LANDAU
Academy Award-Winning Producer of Titanic & Avatar

SANDRA LAWSON
Rabbi & Sociologist

CAROL LEIFER
Award-Winning Comedy Writer, Seinfeld, Curb Your Enthusiasm, Modern Family

MONICA LEWINSKY
Social Activist & Contributing Editor, Vanity Fair

JUDITH LIGHT
Emmy Award-Winning Actress & Human Rights Activist
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STACY LONDON
One of America’s Foremost Fashion Experts

JOAN LUNDEN
Award-Winning Journalist, Women’s Health Advocate & Breast Cancer Survivor

LEONARD MALTIN
Movie Critic & Jewish Hollywood Historian

HOWIE MANDEL
Comedian & Judge, America’s Got Talent

HARRY MARKOPOLOS
The Bernie Madoff Whistleblower

ARI MELBER
MSNBC’s Chief Legal Correspondent

BRAD MELTZER
New York Times Best-Selling Author, The Escape Artist

BETTE MIDLER
Award-Winning Actress, Singer & Entertainer

AARON DAVID MILLER
Former Advisor on the Middle East & Author
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LARRY MILLER
Actor, Comedian & Humorist

REBECCA MINKOFF
Millennial Fashion Designer & Global Brand

JIM MORRIS
Political Impressionist

JUDITH NEWMAN
Journalist & Best-Selling Author, To Siri With Love

SUZE ORMAN
Host, Suze Orman Show & Best-Selling Author

MARIANE PEARL
Widow of Journalist Daniel Pearl & Author, A Mighty Heart

MARK POTOK
Former Senior Fellow, Southern Poverty Law Center

RAIN PRYOR
Actress, Comedian & Daughter of Famed Entertainer Richard Pryor

DAN RATHER
Legendary Journalist & CEO, News & Guts
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TRACEE ELLIS ROSS
Actress, *Black-ish* & Youth Volunteer

PAUL RUSESABAGINA
Real Life Hero of *Hotel Rwanda*

JANE SEYMOUR
Golden Globe Award-Winning Actress & Philanthropist

ALICIA SILVERSTONE
Actress & Animal Rights Activist

RACHEL SIMMONS
Best-Selling Author & Leadership Educator

NANCY SPIELBERG
Businesswoman, Fundraiser & Philanthropist

MARK SPITZ
Legendary Olympic Swimmer

JERRY SPRINGER
Cultural Icon & Talk-Show Host

SUSAN STAMBERG
NPR Special Correspondent
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PATTI STANGER
The Millionaire Matchmaker

BEN STEIN
Pop Icon & Economist

CAPITOL STEPS
Political Musical Troupe

RON SUSKIND
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Journalist & Author, Life Animated

DARA TORRES
Olympic Swimmer & Motivator

SCOTT TUROW
Attorney & Author of Legal Thrillers

RUTH WESTHEIMER
Famed Psychosexual Therapist & Alzheimer's Caregiving Authority

CARNIE WILSON
Singer & Television Host

ROSALIND WISEMAN
Educator, Parent Expert & Social Activist
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